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HOCKEY  •  GOALS, SIDE BOARDS & SKIRTING

INDOOR HOCKEY GOALS
Folding, wheelaway model, 3m x 2m x 1m, uprights and crossbar constructed 
from 50mm square steel tube with 28.6mm diameter folding net support side 
frames. Finished in white epoxy powder scratch resistant paint. Complete with net 
hooks, non-marking wheels and floor pads. Complete with 450mm (18”) regulation
backboards, as illustrated. Goal requires 1050mm space behind the base line

HKY/018/STD   £1,113.64 pair
HKY/001/NET Indoor hockey goal nets  £96.87 pair
PST/001/ANC Hockey goal anchorage set    £79.00 set

HOCKEY INDOOR SIDE BOARDS (Temporary)
HKY/001/BRD  £38.97 per metre
Interlocking side boards with sloping face to keep hockey ball in play. Constructed 
from first grade medium density fibre board with interlocking hardwood tongues. 
Standard lengths 2420mm with special infill sizes manufactured to suit. Units are 
finished hardwearing resilient lacquer

OUTDOOR HOCKEY GOALS
HKY1001*  £1,254.42 pair
Portable hockey goal posts, regulation size 3.66m x 2.1m tubular steel posts 
and back supports, finished in white powder coated paint. Complete with 
450mm (18’) backboards finished in dark green. Conforms to BSEN 750

HKY1002*  £281.07 set
Flip-over wheels for free-standing hockey goals 
(set of 4)

PST1001*  £68.54 each
Counter balance weight, 17kg handbag style 
weight complete with 3 link galvanised chain, 
carbine clip and “U” type bracket

HOCKEY INDOOR SKIRTING (Permanent)
HKY/001/SKT   £29.32 per metre (supply only)
Made from hardwood, fixed to all four walls in lieu of conventional skirting. 27mm thick at top tapering to 17mm 
at floor level. Manufactured in random lengths 3.0 to 3.6m long

HOCKEY SIDE BOARD STORAGE TROLLEY
TRL/007/HKY  £295.97 each
Storage trolley for hockey side boards, carries up to 32 full lengths (2.42m), complete with four heavy 
duty fully rotational castors

Independently tested to BSEN 750
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INTEGRAL WEIGHTED HOCKEY GOAL
New and improved version of the integral weighted hockey goal as used 
at London 2012. The goal is 3.66m x 2.14m x 1.3m internal runback, the
uprights and crossbar are powder coated white and are made from
75mm x 50mm reinforced aluminium complete with an extra heavy 
duty 7mm thick reinforced front wall to prevent ball damage. The net
supports and backboards are polyester powder coated blue. The specially
designed 50.8mm diameter back tubes allow the net to hang freely to meet
International specifications and eliminate ball rebound.  The back bar
consists of a single weighted tube with two cellular wheels allowing for easy 
manoeuvrability. The integral net retaining system holds the net firmly in 
place without the use of net clips.  The 460mm high reinforced aluminium 
back panels have external noise absorbing carpet on all sides

HKY1013* Integral weighted hockey goal  £3,555.42 pair
HKY1014* Net for integral weighted hockey goal  £217.24 pair

Conforms to BSEN 7506
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Custom colours and
branding is available



HEAVY DUTY ALUMINIUM HOCKEY GOALS
HKY1003*  £2,389.22 pair
An excellent option specifically suited to both water and sand based
synthetic surfaces. The goals can be easily moved using our cellular
rubber wheel kit preventing damage to the surface. Regulation size 
3.66m wide x 2.14m high with a 1.22m runback, manufactured from 
50.8mm x 65mm x 2.5mm thick reinforced aluminium, uprights,
crossbar and side frames all polyester powder coated white, zinc 
plated corner joints made from 8mm thick steel plate, back supports 
and top backbar manufactured from 32mm diameter x 2.6mm thick 
aluminium, 460mm high reinforced aluminium backboard panels with 
green noise-absorbing carpet on all inside faces, side frames complete 
with fully welded back tubes and lifting handles for added strength, 
stainless steel bolts throughout, uprights and crossbars feature
stainless steel retaining rods to ensure net is held firmly in position

HKY1004*  £323.64 set
Cellular rubber puncture proof wheels for aluminium goals, supplied 
as a set of 4

HOCKEY TARGET GOAL
HKY1017*  £238.77 each
900mm x 600mm target goal which comes complete with a blue 3mm braided net.  
The fully welded frame is constructed from 65mm x 50mm aluminium section powder 
coated white. The net supports and back bar are 31.8mm galvanised steel, powder 
coated blue. The net supports are folding and the back bar is detachable

FOLDING HOCKEY GOALS
HKY1010*  £1,473.87 pair
Regulation size 3.66m x 2.14m high, the crossbars and uprights are made from 
50mm square, 2.0mm thick steel. Retaining rod net fixing. Complete with 457mm x 
18mm thick regulation size backboards. Heavy duty hinged side frame and brace.
Robust wheel assembly has an extended handle for ease of use. Large wheels
ensure goals can be transported across grass fields by two adults

OUTDOOR HOCKEY GOAL NETS
(Suitable for all outdoor hockey goals apart from the integral weighted goals)
HKY1006*  £91.30 pair
Outdoor hockey goal nets, championship quality, 2mm diameter black twine.
Regulation size 3.7 x 2.1m (12’ x 7’) square mesh net

HKY1007* International standard 3mm thick twine green nets  £172.24 pair

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

FREE STANDING GOALS

MUST BE ANCHORED

AT ALL TIMES

Conforms to BSEN 750

Conforms to BSEN 750
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HOCKEY  •  GOALS, ACCESSORIES & TCHOUKBALL

ACCESSORIES
HYK/001/STK  £7.53 each

Slazenger Panther hockey stick. Solid mulberry head in midi style to maximise sweet 
spot. Shaft wrapped in polyester tape giving added flex. Handle laminated in 5-ply 
mulberry with fitted PU cushion - 34”

HYK/001/BAL (Not Illustrated)  £32.29 set of 12
Slazenger smooth PVC sheel training balls. Excellent for school/club use. Available 
in bags of 12

HYK/002/BAL Central indoor lightweight hockey ball – 113g (4oz)  £2.22 each

HYK/003/BAL  £3.46 each
Central All Turf hockey ball, all purpose matchball, suitable for all surfaces

BSK/001/HKY*  £47.18 each
This neat freestanding unit will hold up to 35 sticks, made from plastic coated steel 
for scratch resistance and durability

MINI TARGET GOAL
FBL1143*   £413.64 each
Lightweight, portable mini training goal which is made from 65mm x 50mm 
aluminium which is powder coated white and comes complete with a 3mm 
braided polyethylene net and synthetic net clips (net colour may vary). 8’ x 2’ 
(2.44 x 0.6m)

HOCKEY BACKBOARD PROTECTION PADS
HKY1015*  £689.64 set
Designed as a board protection pad for added protection against damage 
the goal can sustain during training sessions, hence improving the overall 
lifespan of the goal. Manufactured from PVC covered foam and split into 4 
transportable sections. Each pad has a hook and loop backing for attaching 
to the carpet on aluminium hockey goals (hook and loop straps will be
required to be used for goals with wood or PVC boards), one set will provide 
protection for two goals
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TCHOUKBALL FRAME    
TCH/001/FRM  £255.67 each
The game of Tchoukball is a non-contact, indoor or outdoor game played extensively in Europe. The 
game is similar to handball but the goals are replaced by framed sprung net, against which the ball 
is thrown. A point is scored when the opposing team is unable to prevent the rebounding ball from 
touching the floor. Tchoukball is an ideal sports hall game

Adjustable steel, zinc plated frame 1000mm x 1000mm fitted with anti-slip
floorguards. Strong reaction nets 680mm x 680mm. Frame angled at 55º

TCHOUKBALLS    
TCH/001/BAL Official size 3  £13.42 each
TCH/002/BAL Ladies/junior size 2  £13.42 each
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